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Goals for Today

– Begin a Conversation about Dog Issues on Conserved Land

– Recognize that this is a Shared Issue between Towns and Land 

Trusts and our Decisions affect one another

– Sharing of Best Practices/Successful Examples/Strategies

– Discussion of Possible Future Joint Efforts



Dogs and Conservation Land Issues 

• Natural Resource Issues

– Streambank/Pondshore Destabilization

– Impacts on Wildlife

– Impacts on Water Quality from Dog Waste– Impacts on Water Quality from Dog Waste

• Human-Dog Conflicts

• Dog-Dog Conflicts



Streambank/Pondshore Destabilization



Impacts on Wildlife*

• “The evidence that dogs negatively impact wildlife is overwhelming…”

• “Wildlife perceive dogs as predators”

• “The scent of dogs repels wildlife and the effects remain after the dogs are gone.” 

• “Dogs transmit diseases”

• “Loose dogs kill wildlife”

• “Animals are alarmed and cease routine activities.  This increases the amount of energy 
they use…” 

• “Repeated stress causes long-term impacts on wildlife including reduced reproduction and • “Repeated stress causes long-term impacts on wildlife including reduced reproduction and 
growth, suppressed immune system and increased vulnerability to diseases and parasites.”

• “The disturbance effects of off-leash dogs are stronger than on-leash and substantially 
expand the amount of wildlife affected.”

*The Impacts of dogs on wildlife and water quality: a literature review,                                                
compiled by Lori Hennings, Metro Parks and Nature [Oregon],                                                                 
April 2016.



Impacts on Water Quality

• The average dog produces ½ to ¾ pound of dog poop per day

• Dog poop is a source of e. coli to waterways

• Humans (and dogs) can catch parasites such as hookworms, 

roundworms and salmonella from dog waste

• Nutrients in dog waste can result in excessive growth of algae 

and weeds in waterbodiesand weeds in waterbodies

• Many dog walkers think that if the poop is off trail it is fine to 

leave it be.  Or they don’t want to venture off trail to pick it 

up. 



Human – Dog Conflicts

“There are people who have a fear of 

dogs. I find some dog owners can’t relate 

to someone who is afraid of dogs 

especially if they think their dog is 

“friendly.”  A happy golden retriever 

running down the trail at someone who 

is afraid of dogs can be very unsettling to 

that person.”



Human – Dog Conflicts

• Dogs and those with Fear of Dogs

• Dogs and Kids

• Dogs and Seniors or the Unsteady

• Dogs and Horseback Riders

• Dogs and Bikes• Dogs and Bikes

• Dogs and Runners

• Muddy Dogs and White Pants

• Dogs and Hiking Boots-------->



Dog – Dog Conflicts



Town Conservation Dog Survey –

36 Responses
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Leash Requirements



Poop Management

• 10 communities urge dog walkers to take home poop

• 12 communities require dog walkers to take home poop

• 13 communities (or friends group) provide poop bags

• 12 communities have poop collection (trash cans, etc.)

• 10 communities have no poop requirements• 10 communities have no poop requirements

www.dogpoopsigns.com



Multiple Dogs/Commercial Dog Walking
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Enforcement

• 21 communities have signage

• 8 communities have staff patrols

• 2 communities have volunteer patrols

• 4 communities issue tickets

• Other mechanisms• Other mechanisms

– 2 animal control officer/dog officer handles complaints

– Police enforce

• Remainder: No regs, or no enforcement mechanism



Dog Parks
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How big an issue are dogs?



Stow’s Open Space & Conservation Land

• ~4,000 Acres of Protected Land 

– ~1,400 Acres of Town 
Conservation Land, 6 conservation 
areas with trails

– Assabet River NWR (federal)

– Delaney WMA (state)

– Land trust properties

– 760 Acres Under CR/APR– 760 Acres Under CR/APR

• Trails interconnect among 
ownerships including private trail 
easements

• Variety of regulations on dogs

• Conservation Coordinator, p/t 
assistant, p/t steward

• Active support of Stow PD & ACO

• No townwide leash law



Conservation Land Regulations – Adopted in 2016



Outreach Efforts 

• Signage

• Facebook

• Flyer to Dog License Holders

• Direct Interactions with Users• Direct Interactions with Users

• Letter to all Commercial Dog Walkers

• As Needed Letters to Violators



www.dogpoopsigns.com



Kiosks







Commercial Dog Walking



Dog Walking Regulations Flyer – Supplied with Dog Licenses



Direct Interactions with Users





Concord Unleashed



Dog leash regs for MassWildlife land 

spark debate
Mr. Oestreicher said he had a 
vested interest in the proposed 
regulations as someone who uses 
the property for his business and 
profits from it.

“There are not enough places in 
our state where people can take 
our dogs off leash, and I’m asking 
that WMAs be made exclusively 
available to dogs that are off available to dogs that are off 
leash,” he said.

Judy Palken of Northboro
emphasized the health benefits for 
both dog owners and dogs for off-
leash use, particularly at the 
MacCallum area.

“Having a dog on a leash is not 
the same as an unleashed dog. 
Maybe wildlife management 
needs to re-evaluate its mission 
for non-hunters, who have every 
bit as much right to the land,” Ms. 
Palken said.



Big Picture Considerations

• What are you trying to protect?  What impacts will dogs have? 

• Who are your users?  What potential conflicts are there with dogs?

• What is the bigger community picture?  Do people who want to take dogs off-leash 

have a place to go?  Do people who fear dogs have a place to go?  How do we 

provide for a diversity of experience?

• As you change rules in one place, how will other places be affected? 

• How will you engage the public in these decisions (never underestimate the • How will you engage the public in these decisions (never underestimate the 

passion of “dog people”)


